NEWS YOU CAN USE FROM
MS. SANDY AND MS. BRITTANY

September 5, 2017

“B” Week

Tuesday:  Uppercase “B” - “Puppet; ”
lowercase “b”- colors: brown, blue, black

Wednesday: Music: - Numbers 1-10 “B-I-N-G-O”

Thursday: “Blueberries for Sal”. Baking muffins
        A visit to the library. Return books on Monday.

Friday: “Show and Tell” an item that starts with “B”

It has been another great week with all of our classroom friends. The letter “A” was introduced, we learned the long sound of “A”, we can identify our names, and some of us can print our names! We had a story about Apple Annie and listened to all of the “a” sounding words. Apple prints were made after we read Johnny Appleseed’s Adventures.

We are closed on Monday, September 4th in observance of Labor Day. School resumes on Tuesday.